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Abstract

The far infrared surface resistance of Pb has been

measured absolutely using a new technique of parallel plate

waveguides. These are made from two rolled metal foils and

a dielectric spacing material or by evaporating the metal

directly on both surfaces of the dielectric and thus preventing

the air from oxidizing the measured metal surface.  Measurements

of gold and lead at room temperature show good agreement with

the Drude theory and illustrate. the accuracy of the new

technique.  The low temperature measurements of lead carried

-1
out between 6 and 280 cm in the superconducting and normal

state show the onset of the Holstein process (a simultaneous

absorption of a photon and emission of a phonon by an electron),

the superconducting energy gap, and fit a new sum rule for the

surface resistance.  The surface resistance of normal Pb agrees

well with calculations by .Scher, if impurity scattering is taken

into account.  The data are also compared with Shaw and Swihart's

,
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calculations for strong coupling superconductors.  The far

infrared properties of the spacing materials, Teflon and poly-

ethylene, used in this work are also given.

I.  INTRODUCTION

The far infrared absorptivity of Pb at low temperature

has recently aroused considerable interest.  After Joyce and

1                                                         2 3Richards  discovered the onset of the Holstein process '

45
in a direct absorption experiment, Scher,  Allen,  and Shaw

6
and Swihart  reported calculations based on different theoretical

7
models.  Gavini and Timusk  repeated the experiment using

evaporated Pb in a non-resonant cavity.  Both of the experiments

are designed for a comparison of the absorptivities in the

normal and superconducting state.  A quantitative comparison

is, however, not possible in these experiments, because the

magnetic field used to quench the superconductivity affects

the sensitivity of the detectors which are very close to the

sample.  Joyce and Richards also tried an absolute measurement

of the absorptivities of normal and superconducting Pb by a

comparison with the absorptivity of carbon.  Carbon, however,

in not a black body in the whole frequency range and even at

the frequencies where it approaches a black body the results

are only correct up to an unknown scaling factor.
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In this paper we report on the first absolute measurements

of Pb using a new technique of parallel plate waveguides.

This is a considerable improvement over the spiral samples
8used by Drew and Sievers. The results are.compared to calculations

for  normal and, superconducting  Pb  by  Shaw and Swihart, based  on

Nam's  theory, and to Scher's calculations for normal Pb.

The data also reveal a new sum rule for the surface resistance.

A considerable part of the paper deals with the new

technique and some test runs at room temperature:  In Section II

we describe the theory of parallel plate waveguides, the

sample preparation, the details of the measurements, and the

properties of the spacing materials; and in Section III we

describe the room temperature data on Au and Pb.  The low

temperature data on Pb and the comparison of the results

with theoretical calculations of the Holstein process are

presented in  Section IV.

II. EXPERIMENTS

IIA. Parallel Plate Waveguides

The primary component of the samples in this work is a parallel

plate waveguide.  The theory of wave propagation between

parallel plates or strips is described in many microwave

10
textbooks. The particular configuration which we have used

for the far infrared measurements is briefly reviewed here.
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We assume that the metallic plates of the parallel plate

transmission line are spaced by a dielectric of thickness,

d.  If the vacuum wavelength of the applied radiation is

larger than 2dn, where n isthe far infrared index of refraction

of the dielectric, only TEM modes are transmitted.  TE and TM

modes are damped within a distance  d  at a vacuum-transmission

line interface and completely reflected as long as the length,

1, of the line is much larger than d.  The E and H vectors

in TEM modes are perpendicular to the propagation direction

and to each other as for electromagnetic waves in the vacuum.

There is only one polarization allowed in the line with the

E vector perpendicular to the plates.  When the plates have

a finite resistivity  the E vector has a small component

11
parallel to the wave propagation.    If we assume a wave

propagating as exp[i(wt-kx)] and describe the metal by  the

frequency dependent surface impedance, Z(w)=R(w)+i X(w), which is

12
also defined when the field-current relation is nonlocal

and the dielectric medium by the absorption coefficient,

aD(w), and the index of refraction, n(w), we find

k =. 1 n(w)Il + c_ X(lu)-1 - iEaD(U))   n(w) R(w)1         (1)c         wd Z0           2        d   Z0

-
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13by solving the boundary value problem. Z = 41-r/c is the0

impedance of free space.  Eq. 1 is linearized under the

assumptions. IZ(w)1<< cZ /md and aD(w) << cwn·(w). .A ·somewhat0

weaker condition, IZ(w)1<<Z ,.must be fulfilled, so that the0

fields inside the metal are essentially plane waves propagating

perpendicular to the surface.  The errors introduced by the

above assumptions are at the most about 1% in this work.  Within

the same accuracy we can neglect the frequency dependence of

the far infrared index of refraction, n(w).  This may be checked

by applying Kramers-Kronig relations to the measured aD(w).

The imag inary    part    of the surface impedance, X(w), gives
14according to Eq. 1 an effective index of refraction

n'(w)  = nEl + (2)
c__ X(w)1
wd   z    J'0

The imaginary part of k describes the attenuation of a TEM

wave in the line.  The intensity is attenuated by the factor

exp[-2 Im(k)x].  Thus the transmitted intensity, I(w), for a

line of length, 8, and with reflection coefficient, r(w), at

the two ends is

I(w) = Io(w)[l - r(w)]2 exp<- aD(w) + ..2d RCm) .e  (3)
0

.
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assuming multiple internal reflections to be negligible.

II.B.  Array of Parallel Plates

Because the optics· of. our far .infrared interferometer

have a wide angle aperture, it is not possible to focus the

tadiation onto the smill slit of one parallel plate transmission

line without losing most of the intensity.  We have constructed

a parallel array of several hundred lines which form a better

match to our optical system.  We now discuss its special

properties.

15.16
Carlson and Heins ' calculated the transmission and

reflection coefficient for an electromagnetic plane wave at a

number of parallel metallic plates of zero thickness and perfect

conductivity.  The plates are assumed equally spaced, positioned

at z = 0, + a, t 2a, etc. and filling the half space x > 0.

The incident wave propagates in the xz plane in a direction 9

with respect to the x axis.  If the vacuum wavelength, 1 , is

larger than a(1 + sin Q), no diffraction effects exist, i.e.

there is only one reflected wave.  If X  > 2a only one polarization

is transmitted:  The plates are perfect mirrors for waves with

the E vector parallel to them. Waves with a perpendicular E
15

16
vector are transmitted as TEM modes. The coefficient for the

reflected intensity, r = (1 - cos 9)2/(1 + cos 9)2, is small,

independent of the frequency, w, and disappears at normal

incidence.
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In analogy with these exact results, the reflection and

transmission characteristics of our samples can now be derived.

Our samples have a dielectric space inbetween the metallic

plates,  and the metal  has a finite thickness,  d  ,  and a finite
m

conductivity.  This leads to an enhanced index of refraction

(Eq. 2) and reflection coefficient.  The incident radiation

is within a cone of half apex angle 9 = 0.3 rad (18°) andmax

has an essentially unknown angular distribution.  Thus, the

reflection coefficient in Eq. 3 is dalculated to be

22r = [(n'-1)2/(n'+1) ](1+BO ).and except for n' independent of themax
17

frequency, where 8%0.3 estimates the influence  of  all  the

incident waves with 9 4 0. Since the important parameter in

Eq. 3 is (1-r), we can state well within the 1% error of our

calculation that n' =n and B=0 and find the transmitted

intensity of an array of plates to be

22
I(w) = I,(w) Id+di_ Ll - (51) 1  exp{-11'ap(w) + 2.d RCw)]i},d  nr

0 m o
(4)

where Il(w) is the incident radiation having the E vector
0

perpendicular to Ithe plates  and the factor  d/ (d+d ) takes  the

shadowing effect of the metallic plates into account.  Two

conditions have to be. fulfilled :

L
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(1)lo > (d + dm) (1 + sinG ) for no diffraction effects, andmax

(2)1  > 2dn                            for TEM modes only.

18
From the results by Collin it can be concluded that a plane

wave of oblique incidence entering an array of plates of length

1> >d leaves the plates at x=Z i n the original angle.  In

other words the angulardistribution of the incident radiation

is restored after the transmission.

IIC.  Sample Preparation.and Measuring Principles

We prepared either strips of dielectric film and rolled

metallic foil of about 2 cm width or evaporate the metal on

both sides of a dielectric film of about 30 cm by 30 cm area

and cut this into strips.  The strips were wound around a thin

brass plate as shown in the upper half of Fig. 1.  Two thicker

plates pressed the roll flat against the thin plate (lower

half of the figure).  The surplus material was removed and

the roll cut in two samples of different length by a thin

2saw.  The cross sections of the samples were at least 1 cm .

They actually had about four thin brass plates instead of one

as shown in Fig. 1.  The surfaces of the samples were made

plane and smooth by a dry sanding on emery paper. Interference

fringes in the short sample were overcome by tilting one end

plane slightly with respect to the other.  Radiation leakage out the

sides of the samples was prevented by a circular mask that
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reduced the area of the incident radiation so that all the

transmitted intensity was collected.

The ratio of the transmitted light intensities for the

two samples is calculated ·from Eq. 4 to be

I(w•£1)/I('1,42) " exp<- «D(w) + .% R<W)][11.-12 |            (5)
0

1
Note that the unknown I (w) and the reflection coefficients0

droP   out. The measurement of·.aD (w)   was   done by preparing   two

samples as in Fig. 1 from the pure dielectric film.  Care

was taken to wind the film in the same direction as for the

metallic samples, because most dielectric films are not

isotropic.  The transmitted intensity of a pure dielectric

sample is given by

22
/n-11 7

I(w) = Io(w) [1 -(R Fi) 3 exp[-aD(w)£] (6)

and the ratio of two pure dielectric samples of different lengths

is

I(w,El)/I(w,82) = exp -aD(w)I£1-821 .                (7)
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Having determined n from interference fringes in a short

pure dielectric sample.a measurement of R(w)/Z  is possible by

dividing the intensities of a metallic and pure dielectric

sample of equal lengths (Eqs. 4 and 6)

I           /

Imetal(w)/IP.d. (w) = Y d dm exp - ·2d R lu).e ,            (8)
0

where the correction factor, y, which takes into account changes

in the effective cross sections of the samples, has to be

determined experimentally.  This factor also does not seem

17to be completely frequency independent.

A better method, which has been adopted for this work,

is  to use four samples  and to deduce R(w)/Zo, which  is  also

approximately equal to i of the absorptivity, from Eqs. 5 and

7 without fitting any parameter.  The samples were mounted on

a sample rotator along the light pipe (12.7 mm brass tube)

between the interferometer and the detector. We used a

-1
lamellar grating interferometer below 50 cm and a Michelson

-1           -1interferometer between 30 cm and 300 cm with Ge bolometers

cooled to 0.4'K and 1.2'K, respectively.

II.D.  Properties of the Spacing Materials

A very good spacing material is Teflon, which is available

as high quality films with thicknesses down to d = 31.lm.
19
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The evaporation of metal 'layers on this substrate is quite

straightforward and the metal layers may be ann_ealed at

temperatures up to 300'C.  The absorption coefficient of Teflon

is plotted versus, frequency  from  5   cm  1  to  150  cm-1   in  Fig.   2.

There is a strong absorption band at about 220 cm-1 that makes

Teflon opaque for .,the purpose  of  this  work at frequencies
-1

higher than 150 cm
P

The Teflon molecule& have a spiral structure which under-

goes a first order phase transition at 19'C.  At lower temp-

eratures some new bands dppear which are very sensitive to

strain. Metals and the dielectrics used in this work have

very different thermal expansion coefficient. The dielectric

in the composite samples can fully contract only in one

dimension. Strains build· up which shift the absorption bands

to frequencies different from their position in the unstrained

dielectric.  The a's in Eqs. 5 and 7 no longer agree and can

not be divided out.  We have concluded that the use of Teflon

as a spacing material at low temperatures is only practical,

-1
for frequencies below 30 cm

The other spacing material used in this work is a

commercial "all purpose polyethylene sheet" of about 6 gm

showing varying .thickness and udknown origin and coaposition.

-1It ·has an absorption band at 79 cm as reported for· low and

20                         -1
high density polyethylene,   but the bands at 114 cm and
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237 cm-1 are of unknown origin.  This film had to be cooled

to LN2 temperature  for the evaporation  of Pb. Annealing .is

possible up to about 85'C.

The absorption bands and the far infrared index of refraction

of both spacing materials are given in Table I.  We have chosen

the thickness of the spacing for all samples of this work so thin,

that the absorption in the spacing material remains below the

absorption at the metallic surfaces (Eq. 3) even at the band

frequencies.  Considerable improvement in the transmission line

technique is still possible with better spacing materials or

evaporating multilayers of metal and spacers.

III. ROOM TEMPERATURE RESULTS OF Au AND Pb.

Before applying the new technique to metals with an unknown

surface resistance, we wanted to test it on simple systems to

get some feeling for the accuracy of the Fourier transform

techniques.  Fig. 4 shows the results for a room temperature

measurement of Au. The best results were obtained with a rolled

and annealed gold foil of 8 gm thickness. Its residual dc

resistivity was measured as 1/16 of the room temperature resis-

tivity.  Using a literature value for this the dc resistivity

-18was found to be p  = 2.3 kim cm = 2.55 x 10 sec. The Drude0
21theory (excluding relaxation) predicts R(w)/Zo = 4/wpo/21-r

for the-surface resistance, where the frequency w is given in

-1
sec and   P    ,in sec. Although this theory  does   not   hold  for0 ·

-1Au at room temperature up to 150 cm  , the relaxation and anomalous

skin effects accidentally cancel each other so that the

22
correct free electron result from Dingle's table
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as given by a full line in the figure is very close to the

Drude prediction.  The difference found between experiment

and theory (curves C and D) might be due to an enhanced

impurity concentration in the surface layer of the rolled

Au foil.  An attempt to get better results by evaporating the
0

gold (1000 A thick of 99.9% purity) failed because the

necessary annealing could not be done because of the low

melting point (326'C) of Teflon.  The pure Teflon samples were

submitted to the same vacuum anhealing as the composed samples.

The results for Pb are plotted in Fig. 5.  Curve A was

measured on a rolled Pb foil of 25 gm thickness, that was

23stored in air for months and had a thick oxide layer. The

best results were obtained with evaporated Pb(1 - 2 Km thick)

and annealed (curve C).  The low frequency data are measured

on  a  different  pair of samples' using  10 Km Teflon films.'    No

systematic deviation was found in the overlapping region between

-1
30 and 50 cm  .  Lead at room temperature is such a poor

conductor that the Drude theory is exact.  The only parameter

in this theory, the dc resistivity, was determined to be

-17P = 2,.45 x 10 sec·from the resistivity ratio of 1/430

and the literature value of the room temperature. resistivity

(21.5 gO.cm). The agreement between experiment and .theory

(curves  C  and  D)   is  very good except  at the highest frequencies,

where the samples have become nearly opaque.  The deviation
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might be caused by a small error in the zero level of the

transmitted intensity or by the roughness of the Teflon Pb

interface, which has in general a remarkably small influence.

IV.  LOW TEMPERATURE RESULTS ON Pb

The surface resistance of normal and superconducting Pb

was measured with the polyethylene film described above.

1-2 Bm of Pb (Cominco 6N) were evaporated from a tantalum

-6
boat in a vacuum of 10 Torr.  This thickness of Pb already

has bulk properties.  The polyethylene substrate was cooled

to LN2-temperature during evaporation.  The thickness of the

polyethylene varied from 5 to 8 wm.  The average thickness

was   determined  to  be   5.8   gm  from  a  fit.of  the room temperature surface

resistance  to the Drude theory.  A polyethylene film of this

thickness and covered with 1-2 gm of Pb on each side can fully

contract in only one dimension when cooled so that the poly-

ethylene is strained.  This shifts its three bands (Fig. 3) in

frequency with respect to the unstrained sample.  We have

shifted the bands rigidly back until the surface resistance

in the normal state (R  in Fig. 6) is smoothly varying with

frequency at the band frequencies.  The corrected points are

identified with smaller dots. The R  data were then calculated
S

using the differences R -RN (Fig. 7), which, of course, is

not affected by the band shifts.  Strains built up in the Pb

are so small that their effects can be neglected in comparison
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to other experimental errors.

The data on normal Pb were taken at 8'K (the critical

temperature·was measured to be 7.18'K).  At this temperature

some small energy phonons are already excited, butthere is a

smaller volume change than if the superconductivity is quenched

by a magnetic field also the problem of magnetoresistance and

trapped flux are eliminated.  The last point is experimentally

important, because it allows one to measure the two states in

repetition and keep track of drifts.  The data on·normal Pb

(RN) are shown in Fig. 6..  The only. pronounced structure is

an apparent small dip at 25 cm 1 which is well established

24
from high resolution runs made at low frequencies. The dip

-1
at 25 cm is where the phonon density of states increases

25                                              2sharply   and must be the onset of the Holstein process.

Scher4 and Allen5 calculated R  by solving the Holstein-

Boltzman equation.  Their numerical results are quite similar

although they use different values for the Fermi velocity and

treat the "scattering-in" terms differently, so that Allen's
6

calculation should be equivalent to that by Shaw and Swihart

(curve B).  This calculation is based on Nam's  theory for

strong coupling superconductors under addition of the Holstein

relaxation mechanism.  Scher's numerical result is plotted as

curve C in Fig. 6.  We multiplied it by a factor of 9/8, because

the diffuse surface scattering of the electrons is adequate

for the rough Pb-polyethylene interface of our samples, and
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used the relationship A Rt 4R/ZO, where A is the absorptivity.

Scher finds an extra contribution to the extreme anomalous

skin effect from the "scattering-in" terms.  This can be

described by a mass renormalization and leads to the flat section
-1

around 30 cm   in curve C.  The barely visible positive curvatures

at about 35 cm-1 and 67 cm-1 correspond to peaks in the phonon

density of states, over which function a double integration was
4

performed.  Scher  showed in a private communication how the

extraabsorption due to the impurity scattering can be included

-1in his results.  For frequencies below 100 cm   one gets the extra

absorption 6A. by setting it equal to the second term in the
1mp

Dingle series expansion and replacing in by 1/T, where w is

the relaxation time of the electrons. We found that T =

-13
1.9 x 10 sec from the measured dc resistivity of our samples

and the band parameters used by Scher.  This yields 6R /Z =
imp  0

-3          1/3
.027 x 10   x (w -1) and, when added to the calculations forcm

pure Pb, curve D.  An impurity concentration twice as high as

measured (curve E) would lead to a good agreement with the data.

Because the far infrared radiation penetrates only about 1/30 of the

evaporated Pb layer, which could not be annealed at a sufficiently

high temperature, it is quite probable that the discrepancy is due

to a higher impurity concentration in the surface layer compared to

the measured bulk value. In any case, the data show that Scher's

extra term to the extreme anomalous skin.effect is necessary

1
to explain the surface resistance below 30 cm- .
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The data for the superconducting lead, Rs' show the energy
-1

gap at 21 cm and the steps of the Holstein process at about

-1
55 and 90 cm  .  These latter frequencies correspond to the

peak,energies  in the phonon density of states shifted: upwards

by the energy gap frequency.  Then only the difference between

the photon and gap energies is available for a phonon emission

in the Holstein process. The sharper steps in the super-

conducting state are due to electron pair correlations and the

sharp peaks in the electron density of states near theigap.

The data show a sharp rise of.R  just above the energy gap
27

frequency; this is correctly given by Swihart and Shaw   in

contrast to the slow increase calculated by Mattis and

28
Bardeen in the weak coupling limit.

Fig.  7  shows the difference  [R  (ul)-RN(w)] . These  data

are not affected by strain induced frequency shifts of the

polyethylene absorption bands, because the small change in

temperature .does not alter the strains, but nevertheless  have

an increased noise at the band frequencies due to a lower

transmitted intensity. The data contain all the fine structure

of the phonon density of states as first found by Gavini and

Timusk.7 .The ·thick"solid line is the calculation by Shaw
6

and Swihart  based on tunnel effect measurements of the phonon

density of states and does not include all its details.  The

agreement between our data and their calculation (neither
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contains fitted parameters) is very good.

The [R (u)) - R (u))] data of Fig. 7 also reveal that the

areas above and below the zero level are equal within the

experimehtal errors (note the changed scale for frequencies

-1
lower than 26 cm  ), i.e. this is a sum rule for the surface

resistance requiring

CO

f[Rs (w)-zoldw - fIRN(w)-zold.,            (9)0 0

This new sum rule can be understood from a Kramers-Kronig

argument. It reveals an inherent connection between the

Holstein process and superconductivity, which both depend on

the phonon density of states and the electron phonon matrix

element, because R  exceeds   R   at the phonon frequencies, where

the Holstein process begins. The sum rule has been reported

previously and proved also for two In-Pb alloys.
29

V.  CONCLUSIONS

The new technique gives good data for rolled metals with

a clean surface (e.g. Au) or evaporated metals, when annealing

is possible (Pb).  Storage of the samples for months in air

does not effect the reproduceability of the data.  The samples
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are measured in transmission and can be placed far removed

from the detector in a different environment.

We presented here .the first absolute measurements .of the

surface resistance of metals in the far infrared.  The low

temperature data on lead ishow all the theoretically predicted

structure in the frequency dependence, but ·disagree in

magnitude.  If, however, the impurity concentration near the

surface is assumed to be twice as high as measured for the

bulk film, a good agreement is found within .the..estimated

errors.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1  Preparation of two transmission line samples.  The

spacing material (Teflon) covered with two layers of evaporated

Pb is wound around a thin brass plate.  The roll is then

pressed between thicker brass plates, cut apart ·along the dashed

lines with the round ends removed to get two samples of equal

cross sections but different lengths.

Fig. 2  Absorption coefficient of Teflon.  Teflon is a good
-1

spacing material up to 150 cm at room temperature, but has

some very disturbing bands  at low temperatures, that reduce

.the useful range for most applications down to frequencies
-1

below 30 cm

Fig.  3 Absorption coefficient -of all .purpose polyethylene.   This

-1material can be used for spacing up to'300 cm at room and

low temperatures. It has a variable thickness and other

disadvantages mentioned in the text.
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Fig. 4  Surface resistance of Au at room temperature.  A

evaporated, but unannealed gold.  8 same samples annealed for

3 days at ·300°C.  2 rolled and annealed gold foil.  D cal-

culated from Dingle's table using the measured dc resistivity

of C. The spacing material was lotlm Teflon film for all

samples.

Fig. 5  Surface resistance of Pb at room temperature.   

rolled lead foil. 4 evaporated,. but unannealed lead.  C same

samples as f annealed for 18 hours at 250°C.  D Drude theory

based on the dc resistance of C (no fitted parameter:).  The

spacing material was 25 gm Teflon film.

Fig. 6  Surface resistance of Pb in the normal and superconducting

state.  6 lead evaporated on 6 gm polyethylene and annealed

for 3t days at 85'C.  B theoretical calculations by Shaw and

Swihart. C, D and E adaptions of Scher's calculations to our

samples as discussed in the text.

Fig. 7  Difference of the surface resistances of Fig. 6.  Note

the three times smaller scale for (R -RS) at frequencies below
-1

26 cm  .  The measurements are on an absolute scale and agree

7
very well with the calculations by Shaw and Swihart. The

areas above and below the zero level cancel.  This leads to

a new sum rule.
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Table 1:  Absorption bands and far infrared index of refraction
-,

for the two spacing materials-used in this work.  a,b, and

c indicate strong, medium, and· weak bands, respectively.

''

1.                                                                                   1



.

Table 1

\-

Teflon Polyethylene

3000K 4.29K 3000K 4.20K

b -1 b -1 b -1
33.5 cm 76 cm 79 cm

46.5a 117a 114a

56a
Absorption

Bands 60a 230a 237a

68C

71b

78C

86b

116c

Index of
1.42 + .02 1.52 + .02

Refraction - -
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